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with Sense Architecture
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Architecture experience is multi-sensual experiences and we experience it by all
senses. Creation of a suitable architecture space and identify mechanisms of
performance of human senses are resulted more disciplinary contemplation which is
followed certain principles and techniques which are emerged many tests. The aim of
familiarization with mechanisms is to create elementary system to learn, recognize
and apply spatial messages. In other word, in environmental design, it is so important
to identify relationship between elements and shape of environment and its effect on
different behavioral, emotional and comprehension levels used environment. Scale of
effectiveness for information environment is dependent on mind of audience and
thought and experience by five senses to integrate information. Based on it, form of
architecture can be effective in order to promote five senses of audience. In other
side, visual arts are visual arts which involve eye. Design space in which all senses
are involved, can make sense of place. Sense of place expels comprehension of
efficiency and its form visionary sense and stimulates different senses. By involving
all senses, form and efficiency can establish significant effects in semi-conscious
mind. In this regard, present thesis was compiled by analyzing data librarian
resources, effective element on sense architecture in museum, then the first criterion
was compiled by experts and questionnaire was provided in terms of them and
finally, data were obtained questionnaire were analyzed by single T and Friedman
test and SPSS. At last, by field and theoretical studies, the instructions are offered to
design Guilan visual arts museum by sense architecture approach.
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